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Inside you will find information regarding the latest generation of PIVOT EFB cases. There are many new features and performance upgrades in addition to an ever-expanding list of EFB device compatibility. All products shown here are currently in production and ready to ship for 2019 deployment.
PIVOT PRO 11
For iPad Pro 11 in.
(M/N: PC-PRO11)
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PIVOT SURFACE PRO X
For MS Surface Pro 4, 5, 5 LTE and 6
(M/N: PC-SPX)
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2019 PRODUCTS
PIVOT OMNI 97X
For iPad 9.7 in (5th + 6th gen.),
Air 1, Air 2 and iPad Pro 9.7 in.
(M/N: PC-OM97X)
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PIVOT MINI (Classic)
For iPad Mini (4th + 5th gen.)
(M/N: PC-MNS)
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PIVOT MINI X
For iPad Mini (4th + 5th gen.)
(M/N: PC-MNX)
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PIVOT PRO 11
For iPad Pro 11 in.
(M/N: PC-PRO11)

Introducing the new PIVOT PRO 11. This is the first in the next evolution of PIVOT EFB cases. Please read on to learn more about the new features and user benefits.
PRO 11 New Features

The PIVOT PRO 11 model features the familiar and reliable utility of previous PIVOT cases, with several new additions.
The most notable new feature is the PIVOT Kickstand. The Kickstand supports a wide range of viewing angles with up to 120 degrees of adjustability.

Hidden underneath the PIVOT Kickstand is an I.D. label area, sized to fit several standard label formats.
PRO 11 Kickstand

The PIVOT Kickstand supports a wide range of landscape viewing angles, but that's not all...
PRO 11 Kickstand

The PIVOT PRO 11 now supports portrait viewing while using the Kickstand - A feature long requested by the pilot user groups.
One unexpected new feature of the PIVOT PRO 11 is the Screen Cover. This new Screen Cover is robust and offers more impact protection than the previous generation of folio-style covers.

Additionally, the case can be installed on a mount with the Screen Cover on and provides extra protection against direct sun exposure.
The newly added PIVOT Screen Cover is easy to install and remove. It provides superior protection when in transit and retains the popular Hall Effect function for activating the auto sleep/wake feature of the device.
PRO 11 Screen Cover

The PIVOT Screen Cover provides a stable, non-slip surface for use with the PIVOT Kickstand in either landscape or portrait viewing mode.
PRO 11 Pencil Support

The PIVOT PRO 11 supports the use of the Apple Pencil and provides two methods of securing it safely when not in use.

The first is the PIVOT Pencil Edge, which allows pairing and charging with quick access. Simply let the magnetic connection do the work.
PRO 11 Pencil Support

The Apple Pencil connects directly to the edge of the iPad Pro 11 in. for charging and pairing.
PRO 11 Kickstand

The PIVOT Kickstand supports a wide range of landscape viewing angles, but that's not all...

PRO 11 Pencil Support

While attached to the PIVOT Pencil Edge, the Screen Cover securely cradles the Apple Pencil, protecting it while in transit from getting knocked loose, lost or damaged.
PRO 11 Pencil Support

For those not using the Screen Cover, the Apple Pencil can be safely held for transit in the PIVOT Pencil Grip.
PIVOT SURFACE PRO X
For MS Surface Pro 4, 5, 5 LTE and 6
(M/N: PC-SPX)

PIVOT is pleased to reveal the new PIVOT SURFACE PRO X, or SPX for short. It is the first next-gen EFB solution for MS Surface Pro devices. Please read on to learn more about the new features and user benefits.
The newly added PIVOT Screen Cover is easy to install and remove. It provides superior protection when in transit and retains the popular Hall Effect function for activating the auto sleep/wake feature of the device.

PIVOT SPX New Features

The PIVOT SPX brings all the modern features of PIVOT EFB cases to the MS Surface Pro family.
PIVOT SPX Kickstand

The most notable new feature is the PIVOT Kickstand. The Kickstand supports a wide range of viewing angles with up to 120 degrees of adjustability.

Hidden underneath the PIVOT Kickstand is an I.D. label area, sized to fit several standard label formats.
PIVOT SPX Kickstand

The PIVOT Kickstand supports a wide range of landscape viewing angles, but that's not all...
PIVOT SPX Kickstand

The PIVOT SPX supports portrait viewing while using the Kickstand - A feature long requested by the pilot user groups.
SPX Screen Cover

The PIVOT SPX Screen Cover is robust and offers more impact protection than the previous generation of folio-style covers.

Additionally, the case can be installed on a mount with the Screen Cover on for extra protection against direct sun exposure.
SPX Screen Cover

The Screen Cover is easy to install and remove. It provides superior protection when in transit and helps to keep the screen clean.
SPX Screen Cover

The PIVOT Screen Cover provides a stable, non-slip surface for use with the PIVOT Kickstand in either landscape or portrait viewing mode.
Surface Pen Support

The PIVOT SPX includes secure storage for the Surface Pen. The pen is held safely by the PIVOT Pen Grip for peace of mind and protection when in transit.
Surface Pen Support

The PIVOT Pen Grip cradles the Surface Pen with a precision fit. It is easy to store the pen and retrieve it quickly for use.
SPX Keyboard Cover

For those using the Surface Pro Keyboard, PIVOT has it covered. The PIVOT SPX includes a unique impact-resistant cover, which spans the exterior surface of the keyboard. The PIVOT Keyboard Cover holds the keyboard tightly on three sides and latches shut along the edge of the case.
The SPX Keyboard Cover provides superior protection for the Surface Pro Keyboard while retaining full functionality of the magnetic connection to the screen, which allows for the inclined typing angle.
PIVOT OMNI 97X

(M/N: PC-OM97X)

For The Following iPad Models:
1.) Air 1
2.) Air 2
3.) 9.7 in. 5th gen.
4.) 9.7 in. 6th gen.
5.) iPad Pro 9.7 in.

Introducing the new PIVOT OMNI 97X solution for multiple generations of iPad. The unique design and internal Universal Spacer allow one case to support five different device types.
OMNI 97X Features

The PIVOT OMNI 97X is an evolution of the previous OMNI model case. It’s been updated to increase compatibility with multiple device types. All the familiar features remain the same.

The OMNI 97X includes the Pencil Grip, Folio Cover and PIVOT Smart Edge, which provides compatibility with the Apple Smart Keyboard*.

(*For applicable iPad models.)
PIVOT MINI (Classic)
For iPad Mini (4th + 5th gen.)
(M/N: PC-MN5)

Available Spring 2019, PIVOT is pleased to announce the new PIVOT MINI. It is a classic style PIVOT case with intelligent evolutions to improve functionality.

Differentiating the new PIVOT MINI from its predecessors is the improved PIVOT Clip construction, which now uses a steel hinge for maximum durability. By popular demand, access to all buttons and ports are now open and free from covers.
PIVOT MINI Features

The PIVOT MINI is compatible with both the 4th and 5th generation of iPad Mini. The front frame of the case has been updated to accommodate the sensor location and active screen area of both iPad devices. The front frame remains compatible with applicable PIVOT screen filters.
PIVOT MINI X
For iPad Mini (4th + 5th gen.)
(M/N: PC-MNX)

Coming Fall 2019, the PIVOT MINI X brings all the latest PIVOT features to the PIVOT MINI product family. The MINI X is currently in development and testing.

This new addition to the PIVOT MINI lineup will include the PIVOT Kickstand, Pencil Grip and Screen Cover for improved protection and user experience.
PIVOT MINI X Features

The PIVOT MINI X fits both the iPad Mini 4th and 5th gen. The design follows the same exacting standards of the larger PIVOT cases while fitting all the same features into a small package.
PIVOT MINI X Features

The iPad Mini 5th gen. is compatible with the Apple Pencil, so the PIVOT MINI X features the convenient Pencil Grip.

The PIVOT Kickstand is another welcome addition to the expanding list of user-centric features. As with the larger PIVOT cases, the Kickstand provides a wide range of viewing positions with 120 degrees of adjustability. It also supports viewing in portrait orientation.
Thank You.

Learn more at:

PIVOTCASE.COM